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EYEBROW LAMINATION
&

TINT AFTER CARE

By following these guidelines you will have
better retention which means longer lasting
brow lamination

A typical Eyebrow lamination application
life span is 4-6 weeks 

The perm is a made up of a Thioglycolic Acid, along with other
ingredients, and is used with a setting lotion and has keratin
nourisher incorporated for the brow hairs 

What is the perm made of? 

STYLIST:

THE FIRST 24HOURS

A eyebrow lamination is a semi-permanent reshaping of the
brow hairs to change the natural angle and curl pattern of the

brows It is achieved by brushing the brows into a desired
position and applying a perm solution formulated for brows 

What is a Brow Lamination?

Do NOT get your Brows wet within the first 24hrs 

Do NOT use waterproof cosmetics on your Brows  

Do NOT rub excessively on eyebrows

Do NOT expose new brows to heat or steam

Wash your face as normal avoid getting soap onto the brows
rinse face take one pump of our specially formulated lash

foaming cleanser apply to the brows in the same direction that
the hairs are going if possible use a soft bristle lash brush to

comb through the brows

Your First Wash



AFTER THE
FIRST 24HOURS

Additional
comments:

Your next appointment:

Your reoccurring  appointment:

____________________________ weeks

Every_________________________ 

Always Avoid!
○ Excessive steam

Throughout the day refrain from direct sunlight
after your service, this helps to protect your tint and
prevent early fading

Throughout the day

The cleaner we keep our brows, the longer they
will last and our natural lashes will remain in
better health 

Cleansing Brows

Use our visual Beautè Studio foaming cleanser
to wash brows towel dry/blot, then brush out
using a soft bristle lash wand.

Morning Routine

Use a makeup remover that is not oil-based to
remove makeup from around the brows cleanse
your lashes with our VBS foaming cleanser apply
lash serum (if applicable) or a lash conditioner

Nightime Routine 

Aftercare is essential to ensure the longevity and
vibrancy of your tinted eyebrows. Proper care helps
you maintain the stunning results achieved during

your eyebrow lamination and tint session.

The Importance of Aftercare for Eyebrow Tinting

○ Oil based eye products
○ Waterproof makeup
○ Excessive high heat flashes

○ Extreme moisture
○ Rubbing or touching brows


